A. Using Academic Databases via the UPenn Libraries:

The University of Pennsylvania Libraries subscribe to a large number of health-related databases, which are listed on the Biomedical Library homepage at:

http://www.library.upenn.edu/biomed/

While PubMed, EMBASE, SCOPUS, and ISI Web of Science may have information for you, these databases are quite large; starting with a more nursing-focused (CINAHL/Nursing) database is a good idea.

1. Use the CINAHL/Nursing database to find articles on Minority Nurses and Education in Advanced Search Mode:

   ![CINAHL/Nursing database screenshot]

   Also try Basic Search Mode:

   ![CINAHL/Nursing database screenshot]
2. Other databases to consider are EBSCO’s Academic Search Premier and Megafile, but, be sure to limit your search to Scholarly (peer-reviewed) journals.

3. Tutorials for online resources (CINAHL/Nursing, RefWorks, etc.): 
   http://gethelp.library.upenn.edu/support/mediaservices/healthsci/tutorials/

4. Workshops: 
   http://dla.library.upenn.edu/dla/wsmanager/search.html?%20fq=discipline_facet%3A%22Health%20and%20Life%20Sciences%22

B. Finding E-books in Nursing available via the UPenn Libraries:

Use the FindIt box on any Library homepage and type in Nursing – you will see many results, including e-books:

C. Using Google and Other Search Engines for Book Chapters, Reports, etc.:

1. Google Books for Book Chapters:

   Look for Annual Review of Nursing Education: Challenges And New Directions in Nursing (2007) and find the occurrences of “culture” and “cultural” in this online text (you need a Google login to search books). Now see if it is available at UPenn; if so, how do you get the original text?

2. Google OR GoogleScholar for Reports, etc.

   Search Google for: +minorities +nursing +education

   How can you find a reliable source among the many results?

   Hint: Reliable websites often end in: .gov, .net, .org, .edu

3. Is a Wiki page a good source of information in academia?

   Wikipedia founder discourages use in Academia: